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ABSTRACT 
The generalized Bott-Duffin inverse A(,, +) of A with respect to a subspace L is 
defined, and hy means of it a unified treatment of a class of linear systems and 
extreme-value problems with equality constraints is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Bott and Duffin, in their famous paper [2], introduced and widely used an 
important tool called the “constrained inverse” of a square matrix. This 
inverse was called the Bott-Duffin (BD) inverse in [l, p. 861. Ben-Israel and 
Greville [l] have mentioned many properties and applications of this inverse. 
But there are many practical problems, for example, optimization, linear 
statistical estimation, two-dimensional interpolation, etc., in which one needs 
to solve some class of linear systems, and in many cases the BD inverse alone 
does not suffice. Thus, various other notions have been used. For example, in 
[9] the authors use the restricted pseudoinverse of A with respect to a 
subspace (for this inverse, see also [3, p. 68, Definition 3.6.11); in [l, p. 83; 
p. 120, Exercises 29, 30, 311, the authors define and use the S-restricted 
generalized inverse of A. In this paper, we shall first define the generalized 
BD inverse of A and then give a unified treatment of some related problems. 
Throughout this paper let A E CnXn, let L be a subspace of C”, and let 
M(l) denote any (1)-inverse of a matrix M. Other terms and notations are the 
same as in [l]. 
We first give slightly extended concepts which relate to positive definite- 
ness and nonnegative definiteness. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let A* = A. If A satisfies the condition 
x*Ax > 0 forall OfxEL, 
then A is called an L-p.d. matrix. 
DEFINITION 2. Let A* = A. If A satisfies the two conditions 
(a) x*Ax >/ 0 for all x E L, 
(b) x*Ax = 0 and x E L implies Ax = 0, 
then A is called an L-p.s.d. matrix. 
LEMMA 1. 
(a) For any A and L, we have 
R(AP, + PLl) = R(P,AP, + F’,l) = AL + Ll = PLAL@L1 
and 
N(P,A+ PI/)=N(P,,AP,+P,~)=(A*L) nL=N(P,AP,)nL. 
(b) If A is L-p.s.d. (including p.d., p.s.d., and L-p.d.), then we haoe 
R(AP, + PLY) = R( P,A + P,,) = R( PLAPL + P,l) 
= R(A)+ Ll = P,R(A)@L’ 
and 
N(AP, + PLl) = N( P,A + P,l) 
=N(P,AP,+P,l)=N(A)nL=N(AP,)nL 
REMARK 1. In passing, we point out that conditions (a) and (c) in [l, 
p. 88, Exercise 801 are equivalent if A is L-p.s.d., from the relation R(AP, + 
PLl) = P,R(A) @ Ll in (b); otherwise they are not equivalent in general, 
that is, (a) implies (c), but the converse does not hold. 
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THEOREM 1. Let BE CmXn, L = N(B), b E C”, and d E C”. Then the 
following systems are simultaneously consistent or not: 
Ax + B*y = b, 
Bx =d, 
(1.1) 
and 
(AP,. + PL’)u = b - AB”‘d, d E R(B). (1.2) 
A necessary and su.cient condition for the consistency of (1.1) is 
dER(B) (1.3a) 
and 
b-AB”‘dEAL+Ll. (1.3b) 
If the condition (1.3a, b) is satisfied, then [ ;] is a solution of (1.1) if and only 
if x and y can be expressed as 
x = B”‘d + PLu, ( 1.4a) 
y = B(‘)*PLl u + P,,,(+, v arbitrary, (1.4b) 
where u is a solution of (1.2). 
Proof. Let 
[ 1 i be a solution of (1.1). Then d E R(B), and [ ;] satisfies 
A(x - B”‘d) + B*y = b - AB”‘d, 
B(x - B”‘d) = 0. 
(1.5a) 
(1.5b) 
Put u =(x - B”‘d)+ B*y. Now x - B”‘d E L from (1.5b), and B*y E L’. 
Thus we have r - B”‘d = PLu, i.e., x = B”‘d + PLu, which is the form in 
(1.4a). Since B*y = PLlu, we have y = B(‘)*P,lu + P,(,,)u, u arbitrary, 
which is the form in (1.4b). From (1.5a), we obtain 
APLu + PLl u = b - AB”‘d. 
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This shows u is a solution of (1.~3, and 
19 - AB”‘d E R(AP, + P,,l) = AL + LI by Lemma l(a), 
which is (1.3b). 
Conversely, let the condition (1.3a,b) be satisfied. Then the system (1.2) 
is consistent. Let u be a solution of (1.2), and “,I/ be expressed as in 
(1.4a, b). Then Bx = B(B”‘d + P,Jzc) = BB”‘rZ = d. By using [3, p. 97, Theo- 
rem 6.3.31, we have 
I?(‘)* = B+ * + P,(,,)H + KP, for some H, K. (1.6a) 
Hence 
Thus 
B*B(‘)* = PLY + B*KP, for some K. (1.6b) 
Ax + B*y = AB”‘d + AP,u + B*B(‘)*P,>lu 
= AB”‘d + AP I, u + PLI u by (1.6b) 
= AB”‘d + (b - AB”‘d) by (1.2) 
=l?. 
This shows i [.I is a solution of (1.1). This completes the proof. n 
CONOLLAHY 1. Let A be L-p.s.d., where L = N(B). Then u necessury und 
suficient condition for the consistency of (1.1) is 
d E R(B) (1.7a) 
and 
b E R([A, B”]). (1.7b) 
Proof. Since A is L-p.s.d., then AL + L’ = R(A)+ LI = R([A, B*l) 
from Lemma l(b). Thus the conclusion follows from Theorem 1. This 
completes the proof. w 
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We now introduce the concept of the generalized BD inverse, which is a 
natural extension of the BD inverse. 
DEI~IK:I.TION 3. We put 
and call it the generalized BD inverse of A (with respect to a subspace ~5). 
A::,’ always exists, and is exactly the BD inverse when Al?,, + P,>L is 
nonsingular. 
h3lhlA 2. Let A be L-p.s.d. and S = R(P,_A). Then we have following 
equalities: 
(a) (APL+ P,I)(AP,+ P,_~>‘=(AP,+ P,I)+(AP,,+ P,,L>= Ps+ PLY, 
(P,>A + P,l)(P,A + P,,I)+ =(P,A + P,d+(P,A + P,L)= P, + PLl; 
(b) Ps = P,A(P,A + PLI)+ = (APL + P,d+AP,, P,L = P,l(P,>A + 
P&+ = CAP,> + P,>L)+ PL’; 
(c) P,(AP,, + P,_,)+P,, = 0, P,l(AP, + P,d+AP, = 0. 
Proof. We can obtain (a) from Lemma 1. Premultiplication by P,, and 
PLL on the equalities in (a), respectively, gives (b). And (c) follows from (b). 
This completes the proof. n 
TIIEOHEM 2. Let A be L-p.s.d. and S = R(P,>A), T = R(AP,). Then A::: 
has the following properties: 
(a) One has 
A’+‘AP, = P&4\;; = Ps, (1,) (1.8b) 
R(A;+,j) = S, N(A$,‘)=SL, (1.8~) 
Aq, = APL, PsA = P,A, (1.8d) 
PL( A - AA\t,jA) = (A - AA;f,;A) PL = 0. (l.Be) 
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A\;; = A!& ,. 1 = (AP,)lsf$ = (P,A);f! = (P,AP,)‘,ff! (1.9a) 
= (PLAPL)+, (1.9b) 
AA:+,;= P, sl, A$,‘A = P S,TI. (1.9c) 
(c) One has 
A{;;=P,(AP,+PJ+=(P,A+P,,)+P, (l.lOa) 
=PL(PLAPL+PL)+=(PLAPL+PI/)+PL (l.lOb) 
=(PLAPL+PLI)+-PLl. (l.lOc) 
(d) One has 
A\;; = A$;‘= Ps(APs + P,L)-’ = (P,A + Psl)-‘Ps. 
Proof. (a): From (b) and (c) of Lemma 2, we can obtain (1.8a) and 
(1.8b). From Lemma 1, we have 
R(A\+,;) = P,R(P,A + PLl) = P,(R(A)+ L’) = P,>R(A) = S. 
From the second equality in (l.Sb), we have N(A:$ C S ‘. Moreover, we 
have dim N(A\$ = n -dim R(A\$ = n -dim S. Thus we obtain N(A\f,i) = 
S ‘. Therefore (1.8~) holds. 
Since P,A(P,A)+P,A = P,A, we have AP,P,A(P,A)+= AP,, that is, 
Aq, = AP,, which is (1.8d). By using (1.8b) and (l.Bd), we can obtain (1.8e). 
(b): From A(,, “AA\f,i = A$IjAPLA\l] = P,A\zj = A\;:, we obtain A\:: = 
A(s!,js I. Since AP,A\ljAP, = AP,P, = AP, = APL, we have A’+’ - (AP,&!$. CL) - 
Similarly, we can show A(,, +) = (P,A)$‘$. And because A is L-p.s.d., we can 
prove 
R(P,AP,)=R(P,A)=S and N(PLAPL)=N(APL)=SL. (1.11) 
By (l.ll), we obtain A’(zj=(P,APL)+. 
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Noting 
R(AA:+,;) = AR(P,A) = R(AP,P,A) = R(AP,) = T 
and 
N( AA\+,;) =N( A$;) = S ’ , 
we have AA\;,’ = P, s 1. Similarly we can prove A((IiA = P,, r I. 
(c): From (1.9a) ‘and (1.9b), which show A:;: to be Hermitian, and the 
equality (PLAPL + PLI>+ = (P,AP,)+ + PLl, we can obtain (l.lOa), (l.lOb), 
and (1.10~). 
(d): Since AS = AR(A:$ = R(AA:f,j) and S L = N(A\$ = N(AA\ij), we 
have 
AS@S’ = S(AA\I;;)eN(AA\;;) = C”. 
Hence AP, + Ps I is nonsingular [l, p. 88, Exercise 801 and A\,:’ = P,(AP, 
+ P, I)-’ exists. Moreover, we have also 
A;;;,” = ( P,AP,) + by [ 1, pp. 70-71, Exercise 501 
=(PLAPL)+ 
= A:;; 
by (1.8d) 
by (1.9b) 
=(P,A+ Ps~)-lPs since A:;,” is Hermitian. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
tXvlMA 3. Let A be L-p.s.d., where L = N(B), and put 
F=A B* 
[ 1 B 0’ 
Then 
p= fqt: 
(Z- A:+,;A)B+ 
B+*(I-AA\;;) B+*(AA’(;;A - A)B+ 1 ’ (1.12) 
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Proof. Denote the matrix in the right-hand side of (1.12) by G, then we 
can obtain 
FG = 
q,-tP,,I 0 1 =GF 0 BB+ by (l.Sb), (l.Se). 
Furthermore we can obtain FGF = F and GFG = G. Therefore G = F+. 
This completes the proof. n 
Similarly, we have, by (1.6b) and (13e): 
LE\IMA 4. Let A be L-p.s.d., L = N(B), and put 
Then G, is a (l)-incerse of F, where F is us in L_emmu 3. 
(1.13) 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
In this section we shall give three theorems. The first is on the general 
solution of the system (1.1). Th e second and third are on the quadratic 
minimization problem with equality constraints. 
TIIIXHW\I 3. Let L = N(B). If the condition (1.3a, b) is satis$ed, then the 
generul solution of (1.1) is 
x = A(&)6 + (I - A:t,;A)B”‘d + PI,PN(At’,,+P,+j=> (2.la) 
y = B’“* 1 - A@${? + B”‘*( AA’+‘A - A) B”‘d 
( (1,) 
- B”‘*AP P - + P.&y,*pJ L S(A)P,,+P,,I” (2.lb) 
for arbitrary z E C”, w E C”‘. 
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In particular, when A is L-p. s.d., then the general solution of (1.1) is 
simplified to 
x = A:+L;I) + (Z - A\;jA)B”‘d + P.\,(AjnLz, (2.2a) 
y = B”‘*(Z- AA\;@ + B(‘)*(AA’(;;A- A)B”‘d + P,(,*,w (2.2b) 
for arbitrary z E C”, w E C”‘. 
Proof. By Corollary 2 in [l, p. 401, the general solution of (1.2) is 
u=(AP,+P,I)+(~-AB(‘)~)+P~(*~~+~~~)z, z arbitrary. (2.3) 
Substituting (2.3) in (1.4a) of Theorem 1, we obtain (2.la>. By (1.3b), we 
have 
(APL + PLl)(APL + PI>,)+@ - AB”‘d) = b - AB”‘d; 
equivalently, 
PL~(APL + P,l)+(b - AB”‘d) = (I - AA:+,j)(b - AB”‘d). (2.4a) 
From CAP,, + PL~)PN(AP,+P,l) = 0, we have 
PLl PN(AP,,+-P,,L) = - APLpN(AP,,+P,I). (2.4b) 
Substituting (2.3) in (1.4b) and using (2.4a) and (2.4b), we can obtain (2.lb). 
If A is L-p.s.d., we have N(AP, + PLl) = N(A)n L c L and R(AB(‘)) c 
R(A) + Ll = [N(A) n Lll. Hence PLPNcAP,+PLlj = PNcAjnL and 
B”‘*AP P L N(APL+P,_l, = 0. Therefore (2.la) and (2.lb) can be simplified to 
(2.2a) and (2.2b) respectively. This completes the proof. n 
REMARK 2. We can also obtain (2.2a) and (2.2b) by using the Moore- 
Penrose inverse Ff of the matrix F as in Lemma 3, or the (l)-inverse G, of 
F as in Lemma 4. 
We now consider the minimization problem for quadratic functions with 
equality constraints. 
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TIWX)HEM 4. Let L = N(B) and A be L-p.s.d. Then the quadratic func- 
tion 
f(x) = x*Ax -217*x (2.5) 
has a minimum in L i,f and only if 
17 E R([A, B*]). (1.7b) 
If (1.7b) hoZds, th en x E L is a minimum point off(x) if and only if there is a 
oector y such that c is a solution of [.I 
Ax + B*y = I?, 
(2.6) 
Bx =O. 
When the condition (1.7b) is satisfied, the general form of the minimum points 
is 
(2.7a) 
(2.7b) 
for arbitrary 13 E C”. The minimum point of minimal norm is 
The minimum is 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Proof. When x E L, f( x> can be written as 
f(x) = x*P,AP,x -2b*PLx. (2.10) 
PLAPL is p.s.d. because of the L-p.s.d. property of A. Thus, by [l, p. 158, 
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Exercise SO], f(r) h as a minimum in L if and only if the system 
PLAPLx - PLb E Ll, XEL, (2.11) 
is consistent, in which case the solutions of (2.11) are the minimum points of 
f(x) in L. 
Eqation (2.11) can be rewritten as 
P,(Ax - b) = 0, XEL, (2.12) 
or 
Ax-bEL’, XEL. (2.13) 
(2.12) or (2.13) is consistent and x is its a solution if and only if there is a 
vector y such that [ ;] satisfies 
Ax-b=-B*y, 
Bx =O, 
which is (2.6). 
By Corollary 1, (2.6) is consistent if and only if the condition (1.7b) holds. 
When the condition (1.7b) is satisfied, we can obtain (2.7a) by (2.2a) in 
Theorem 3. Since 
(I-A:~:A)P,=P,-P~=P,.,I=P,,N(AP~)=P~(A)~L) (2.14) 
we can obtain (2.7b) from (2.7a). 
Since (I - A:ijA)P A’+’ = (I - A:ljA)A:ij = 0, we have L (L) 
From (2.15), we can obtain (2.8). The computation of f(x,,,) gives (2.9). This 
completes the proof. n 
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THEOREM 5. I!& L = N(B), d E R(B), und A he L-p.s.d. Put A= 
{X IBX = CE}. Then the quudrutic function 
q(x) = r*Ax -2Re(b*x) (2.16) 
hus a minimum in the linear manifold k if und only if 
b E R([A, B*]). (1.71,) 
When the condition (1.7b) is satisfied, then x is a minimum point if and only 
$ there is u vector y such that [i] is u solution of 
Ax + B*y = 17, 
(2.17) 
BX = d. 
When the condition (I.%) is satisfied, the general form of the minimum points 
of q(r) in .A is 
x = A\;$ + (I - A\;;A)B”‘d + P.\,C,,jn Lv (2.1%) 
= A;+,$ + (I - A;‘L;A) B”‘d + (I - A$;A) P,v (2.1811) 
=A;+L;I)+(Z-A;t;;A)B+d+(Z-A\;;A)P,_v (2.18c) 
for arbitrary v E C”. The minimum point of minimal norm is 
x 
111 
= A\$ + (I - A$;A)B”d. (2.19) 
The minimum is 
min = d*B(l)*( A - AA\ljA) B(“d - b*A:f,$ - 2 Re[ h*( Z - A:IiA) B(‘)d] . 
(2.20) 
Proof. First let y(x) have a minimum in k, and xc, E & be a mini- 
mum point. The general element of L can be expressed as 
x=x,,+P,z, zEC”. (2.21) 
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Substituting (2.21) in 9(x>, we have 
9(x, + PLZ) a 9bJ 
that is, 
for all z, 
z*P,AP,z + z*P,(Ar, - h) + (Ax, - b)*P,z > 0 for all z. (2.22) 
Put h = P&ix,, - b). Take z = - Ah in (2.221, where h > 0; we obtain 
Ah*P,AP,h -2h*h a 0 forall h>O. (2.23) 
h*P,AP,h 2 0, since P,AP, is p.s.d. If h # 0, then h*h > 0. Hence if the 
positive number A is small enough, we have 
Ah*P,AP,h -2h*h < 0, 
which results in a contradiction to (2.23). Therefore we must have h = 0, i.e.. 
P,( Ax,, - b) = 0. (2.24a) 
This implies that there is a vector y0 such that 
Ax,, - h = - B*y,,. 
Naturally we have Bx, = d. Thus the vector 
[ 1 iz is a solution of (2.17). By 
Corollary 1, (2.17) has a solution if and only if the condition (I.7b) holds. 
Now, let 
[ 1 ii be a solution of (2.17). Then we have 
P,(Ax, - b) = - PLB*y,] = 0. (2.2413) 
It follows that 
9(x) = z*P,AP,s + 9(x0) > 9(x0) forall x=x,+ P,zE&?. 
This shows x0 is a minimum point of 9(x) in &. 
By (2.2a) of Theorem 3 and (2.14), we can obtain (2.18a, b,c). Since 
(I - A#A)P,A\;; = 0 and (I - A’(TjA)P,(Z - A:z]A)B+ = 
(I - A\f,iA)(P,B+ - P,A\ijA) = -(I - A:IjA)A\l]A = 0, we have the 
equality for x as in (2.18~): 
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equality for x as in (2.18~): 
where u is arbitrary. Thus (2.19) can be obtained from (2.25). The computa- 
tion of f(x) for x shown in (2.18a) gives (2.20). This completes the proof. n 
REMARK 3. From (2.7a) and (2.18a), we can find the following fact: If A 
is L-p.s.d. and L = N(B), th en the quadratic functions f(r) in (2.5) and Y(X) 
in (2.16) have a unique minimum point in L and in JZ respectively if and 
only if one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) [A, B*] is of full row rank. 
(b) ALeI,’ =C”. 
(c) L = S, i.e., L = R(Z’,A). 
(d) rank PLAPL = rank PL. 
(e) A::: = A:i:), i.e., the matrix APL + PLl is nonsingular. 
(f) The bordered matrix 
+A B* 
[ 1 B 0 
is nonsingular. 
In [ll, p. 611, Rao gives the following result: 
Let A be a n.n.d. matrix of order m, B be an m x k matrix, and u be a 
k-vector such that u E R(B’). Further, let 
be one choice of (1)-inverse. Then 
inf x’Ax = u’C,u. 
B’X = u 
In the following corollary we slightly extend Rao’s result. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let A be L-p.s.d., where L = N(B) and d E R(B). Then 
the quadratic function 
fl(x) = x*Ax subject to Bx = d (2.26) 
must have a minimum, 
x =C,d 
is one of its minimization vectors, and 
d*C,d 
is the minimum, where C, and C, are defined by 
In particular, when A is p.d., the unique minimization vector is 
x=(Z-A;,;)A)B”‘d=A-‘B*(BA-‘B*)(‘)d, 
and the minimum is 
(2.28) 
min = d*B”‘*(A - AA\,:‘A)B(‘)d = d*(BA-‘B*)(‘)d. (2.29) 
Proof. By Lemma 3, we have 
(2.27) 
where 6, = (I - A:f,,‘A)B+ and c4 = B+*(A - AA:iiA)B+. By Theorem 5, 
fi(r) as in (2.6) has a minimum, since the condition 0 E R([A, B*]) is always 
satisfied; and C,d, C,d are its minimum points, since 
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both are the solutions of 
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i.e., the following equalities hold: 
AC,d = B”C,d, BC,d = d; Ac,d = B*c,d, B&d = d. (2.30) 
For some z, we have the equality 
Premultiplication by P,,A gives P,,AP,>z = 0 by (2.24). Hence AP,z = 0, 
since A is L-p.s.d. Thus we have 
Therefore we obtain 
A&d = A&d. (2.31) 
d*c,d = (BC,d)*C,d = d*C;AC,d by (2.30) 
= d”d;Ac,d by (2.31) 
= d*B+ * A - AA’+‘A Bid ( (L) ) ’ 
which is exactly the minimum by (2.20). 
If A is pd., then the BD inverse A\ii) of A exists. Moreover, we can 
prove 
A\;;‘= A-’ _ A-‘B*(BA-‘B*)(‘)BA-’ 
by using the equalities 
(2.32) 
P,<l[ A-’ - A-‘B*(BA-‘B*)%A-‘1 = 0 
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and 
[A-l- A~lR*(BA-‘B*)%A-‘](AP~, + PLl) = P,> 
By (2.18b), (2.20), and (2.32), we can obtain (2.28) and (2.29). This completes 
the proof. W 
In [l, p. 112, Exercise 161 and [3, p. 67, Theorem 3.6.21, the authors have 
given the solution of the constrained least-squares problem. Here we give 
another form for the set of constrained least-squares solutions, the minimum, 
and the constrained best approximate solution. 
COROLLARY 3. Let M E C”‘I~“, B E C”‘2x”, b E C”“, d E C”‘“, and d E 
R(B). Then the problem 
min(llMx - bllzl Br = d} (2.33) 
must be soloable, and after putting A = M*M and L = N(B), we have the 
following: the general form of its minimum points is 
u arbitrary ; (2.34) 
the constrained best approximate solution is 
x ,,l =A\;;M*b+(l-A:;;A)B+d; (2.35) 
the minimum is 
min = II( Z - MA:LiM*)( b - MB+d) II2 
Proof. Put 
ql(x) = x*M*Mx -2Re(b*Mx); 
(2.36) 
then JIMx - bllg = y,(x)+ b*b. H ence the minimization problem (2.33) is 
equivalent to that for qr(x) subject to the constraints Bx = d. By Theorem 5, 
the problem (2.33) must be solvable, since we always have M*b E R(M*M) 
+ Ll, and a vector x is a solution of (2.33) if and only if there is a vector y 
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such that [ 11 is a solution of the systems 
[ 
“iM ;][;I = [My> (2.37) 
which is the conclusion in [l, p. 112, Exercise 171. From (2.18a) and (2.19) of 
Theorem 5, we can obtain (2.34) and (2.35) respectively. The computation of 
IIM?,, - b]]a gives (2.36). This completes the proof. n 
REMARK 4. The problem (2.33) has a unique solution if and only if the 
matrix 
[ 1 t is of full column rank from (2.34). 
The equivalence of our expressions in Corollary 3 and certain ones in 
[3, p. 67, Theorem 3.6.31 will be shown in Section 3. 
3. FINAL REMARKS 
Since the “constrained inverse” A\;:) was presented by Bott and Duffin 
[2], various generalizations of it have arisen: for example, the “restricted 
pseudoinverse” Ml = (Ml',)+ [9], the “L-restricted generalized inverse” 
X = PL(ME',)"~j~~~~~k' [l, pp. 120-1211, and the “CL, S)-Bott-Duffin inverse” 
Ai,, = &,(A$, + &,1-r [141. W e now attempt to explore the connection 
of our inverse with previous ones. 
We still let L = N(B). If A = M*M, then Mi = (P,AP,)+ M*, as indi- 
cated by Hall [6]. In Theorem 2, we have shown that A\:: = (P,AP,)+ for an 
L-p.s.d. matrix A. Hence if A = M*M, then we have 
and 
A\;;A = MR'M. (3.2) 
By (3.D (3.21, and (2.141, the expressions (2.341, (2.351, and (2.36) can be 
rewritten, respectively, as 
x=M,+b+(I-M;M)(B+d+P,z;), D arbitrary, (3.31 
x ,,,=MB+b+(I-MB+M)B+d, (3.4) 
min =\](I- MMi)(b - MB+d))),, (3.5) 
which coincide with (lo), (91, and (11) in [3, p. 681, rqxctidy. 
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In [l, pp. 120-121, Exercise 311, the authors have defined the L-restricted 
Moore-Penrose inverse X = PL(MPL)+ of M. Indeed, X = P,(MPL)+ = 
(MP,)+ = MB+, since R((MP,)+ ) = R(P,M*) c L. The authors have also 
pointed out that Xb = Mib is the minimum-norm least-squares solution of 
the system 
Mx=b, XEL. (3.6) 
In fact, it is straightforward to obtain this conclusion from (3.41, since d = 0 
in (3.6). Thus we could say that our generalized BD inverse A:fLj has the 
constrained-best-approximation property. 
If AL@ L1 = C”, then our A\fLj and Werner’s (L, Ll )-Bott-Duffin in- 
verse AL,~~ both are exactly the BD inverse A:;:). In other cases, A\:: and 
AL,~~ are different in general. 
The result in Lemma 3 extends Hall’s corresponding one in [6]. Hall has 
pointed out that, for finding the constrained best approximate solution of the 
system 
Mx=b, subject to Bx = d, 
it is sufficient to use only the (1,4)-inverse of the bordered matrix 
Similarly, when A is L-p.s.d., for finding the constrained best minimum 
point, i.e., the minimum point of minimal norm of f(x) as in (2.5) and y(x) 
as in (2.16), it is sufficient to use only the (1,4)-inverse of the bordered 
matrix 
F=A B* 
[ 1 B 0’ 
In fact, the general form of the (I,4)-inverses of F is 
X=F++Y(I-FF’), Y arbitrary. (3.7) 
From the proof of Theorem 5, it is seen that the condition (I.7b) is 
equivalent to 
(I-FF+)[f;]=[;]. (3.8) 
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Hence if we put 
then 
4 = [I,O]F+ l7 [ 1 d by (3.7) and (3.8) 
= A:;;!> + (I - A\;;A)B+d by Lemma 3, 
which is same as x,,, in (2.19). 
Naturally, if we only wished to find the solutions of (l.l), we could use 
only the cl)-inverse. But if we want to consider the minimization problem for 
quadratic functions like f(x) and q(x) above, then A::: seems to he needed. 
Besides, if A is L-p.s.d., then A\;: ‘1 
may be useful. 
IS p.s.d. This and other properties of A:;: 
Finally, we mention the following fact: If the matrix A is arbitrary, then 
the equalities 
R( A;;;) = R( P,A*) and N(A\f,j) = N(P,.A*)n LcBP,,~N(P,A*) 
hold. In this case, the study of the properties of A::: is rather complicated. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for pointing out certain errors, 
supplying the references, und making valualAe comments on the previous 
versions of the puper. 
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